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TPS - 

Your Trusted Water Quality Test Equipment Partner

At TPS, our heritage as a locally Australian-owned and operated
water quality equipment manufacturer dates back to 1968. Over
the past five decades, we have grown into a well-known and
trusted leader in water quality testing equipment. 

With a vision of being at the forefront of innovation, we aim to
deliver cutting-edge water quality test instruments and solutions
and provide training and support services that promote
sustainability and environmental ethics.
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As a leading water quality test equipment manufacturer, TPS takes
pride in our core competencies that set us apart in the market.

Water Quality Test Equipment 
We design, manufacture, and supply reliable, robust, and accurate
water-quality test instruments. From our Brisbane factory, we build
solutions for testing pH, ORP, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, and
turbidity. Used around Australia, our WP Series and 90 FL Series
portable field kits have gained widespread popularity for their precision
and reliability in tough environments. Clients use our industrial process
and dosing controllers for a wide range of applications and ensure
regulatory compliance and quality. Time and time again, clients choose
TPS products for their ease of use and rugged reliability.

Service and Support
TPS stands behind its products with local service and support,
ensuring spare parts are promptly available, and product repairs and
maintenance services can be performed quickly. With our Brisbane
locality, we are able to minimise disruptions to our client’s operations
and provide immediate support for sales and equipment enquiries.

Rigorous Quality Assurance
TPS adheres to stringent quality control measures, ensuring all our
products meet and exceed client expectations. By maintaining ISO9001
certification, we sustain the quality of our products, resulting in
exceptional product longevity and reducing costly downtime.

Comprehensive Calibration and Maintenance Services 
We offer onsite calibration services by skilled technicians, ensuring
best-practice fleet maintenance and performance. Our programmed
maintenance services, either onsite or at our factory, can help extend
the longevity and reliability of your equipment.
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Our Core Competencies 



Annual Factory Service
To support our products, TPS offers comprehensive annual factory
service, including thorough inspections, maintenance, and necessary
repairs. To simplify the process, we offer fleet management, rental
units, and convenient shipping options.

Empowering Training Programs 
Our specialised training equips your staff with in-depth knowledge and
technical expertise to effectively operate and maintain water quality
instruments, leading to a greater understanding of measurement
accuracy. The training is open to users of any equipment brand and
reduces downtime through practical hands-on instruction.

Rental Solutions 
TPS provides flexible rental equipment options, ensuring short-term
monitoring, baseline testing, or other specific customer requirements
with accurate and verified instruments, directly from the
manufacturer.

Locally Based
TPS is owned and has been locally operating from Brisbane,
Queensland for over 55 years. Throughout this time, we have
consistently advanced our range of products and services, consistently
surpassing the expectations of clients, not only across Australia but
also spanning the globe. Our commitment to direct support access and
swift lead times empowers us to provide optimal solutions to our
valued clients.
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Our Products and Services

Water quality instruments for
pH, ORP, conductivity, dissolved
oxygen, and turbidity testing
WP Series and 90 FL Series
portable field kits for
professionals in the industry
Dosing and Process controllers
Onsite calibration services to
support accurate
measurements
Programmed maintenance for
prolonged equipment reliability
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TPS offers a comprehensive range of water measurement equipment
and services such as:

Annual factory service,
including inspections,
maintenance, and repairs
Rental equipment for short-
term monitoring and baseline
testing
Specialised training programs
for staff to maximise
instrument benefits
Calibration buffers and
standards for precise
readings
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years of hands-on expertise, he has demonstrated an unwavering
commitment to innovation and has cultivated a strong reputation as a
dynamic and growth-oriented leader.
 
Known for his collaborative and customer-centric approach, he deeply
values the dedication of his passionate team, recognising their vital role
in driving TPS’ remarkable success.

Greg Smyth is a qualified and highly
experienced leader with a background in
Engineering and a proven track record in
product and service development across
diverse industries, including Mining,
Wellness, Medical, Infrastructure, and
Government technology. With over 20 

Our Leadership Team

Greg Smyth - CEO 
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Ben McColl - Business Development Manager

Boasting an impressive three-year track record
in sales at TPS, Ben McColl stands out as a
dedicated and skilled Business Development
Manager, driven by a passion for achieving
mutually beneficial outcomes. Client-centric
and with a dedicated approach to problem-
solving,  Ben couples an insatiable curiosity
with a deep care for clients' needs.

Notably, Ben brings specialised expertise in water quality measurement
and solutions to the table, enhancing his ability to assist clients across
diverse industries in overcoming challenges and achieving their goals.
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Construction Companies

Local Councils, supporting water monitoring activities

Community Groups

Over the years, TPS has been proudly committed to serving a diverse
range of clients in the environmental industry, including:

Clients and Projects 
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Our history of exceptional performance shines through in projects
related to water quality assessment, environmental monitoring, and
the implementation of sustainable resource management practices.

Get in touch with us for all of your water quality equipment, training
and servicing needs. 

tps.com.au
Ph: +61 7 3205 8027
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Get Expert Assistance


